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1. Background  

 

The National Development Agency is a public entity established in South Africa. One 

of its main goals is to contribute towards the eradication of poverty. Against this 

background, the biomass project, ‘Moving South Africa forward to certified 

sustainable energy from oilseed crops’, was developed: 

 

(1) To drive emergence of small economies in rural areas which are currently non-

existent. 

(2) To provide a plan in developing rural assets that are lying fallow, which is 

mostly land. There is a lot of arable land in South Africa that can still be 

developed for agricultural purposes (being in line with the activities that were 

before undertaken in these fields).  

(3) To provide an alternative for those that are trapped in working away from 

home in mines due to lack of local employment opportunities. A lot of the 

arable land referred to under (2) is situated in rural areas where there is low 

employment and very little opportunities for job creation. 

 

This programme was also designed to take advantage of the new prospects 

presented by the green economy and enable people, that would almost be 

impossible for them to join the main stream economy, a chance to do so.   

 

The biomass project was a result of collaboration between local and international 

partners. Implementation was also managed by both local and internal partners.  
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2.  Pilots in the Eastern Cape 

 

The main activities of the biomass project were centered around the implementation 

of pilots in the Eastern Cape.  

 

Two types of different scenarios were piloted in this province: the Elliot site constituted 

of smallholder farmers who utilised land that is privately owned, whereas the 

Engcobo farmers were predominantly made up of community people that were 

occupying communal land. Both sites are organised into primary cooperatives.  

 

 

              

 Image 1: Map of South Africa  
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Image 2: Map of the Eastern Cape Province showing Elliot and Engcobo 

 

Development of 1,000 hectares of land was achieved in two areas in the Eastern 

Cape Province – Elliot and Engcobo. Both Elliot and Engcobo have planted 500 

hectare – 250 maize and 250 soybean. Implementation was done through the two 

cooperatives in the two sites – Ikhephu Secondary Cooperative at Elliot, and 

Inkwenkwezi Primary Cooperative at Engcobo. For Engcobo, the land that was 

utilised is communal land, however, the village people have usage rights and thus 

the plots are allocated accordingly. In South Africa, unless land is privately 

purchased, communal land is owned by the Department of Rural Development and 

Land Reform. People are then given usage rights. The government is able to take the 

land back should the person the land has been allocated to not be able to utilise it 

for whatever reason.  
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The purpose of the Land Redistribution programme is to put arable land in the hands 

of the previously disadvantaged groups of the South African society for economic 

activity and improvement of people’s livelihood. If this is not done, it defeats the 

purpose of the whole programme. One of the challenges that was experienced 

previously, and hence the current ownership rights is that the government would 

purchase a farm or a piece of land for a particular group of our society, and this 

group would then sell the land back, in most cases, to the previous owners at a lower 

price than what the land was sold for or to any other interested buyer. The 

government therefore revised this law to keep ownership with the Department of 

Rural Development and Land Reform, except in situations where an individual has 

privately bought the land.  

 

In Elliot, there are primary and secondary cooperative structures that have been 

involved. The primary cooperatives are registered per zone and they form part of the 

secondary cooperative structure called Ikhephu Secondary Cooperative. Ikhephu 

Secondary Cooperative has a total of 156 farmers who fall under five primary 

cooperatives. Only 11 farmers could participate on the pilot phase of the biomass 

project. Due to the good results there is a huge interest in this area for an intervention 

of this nature to continue.   

 

Two farmers were selected from each primary cooperative to form part of the ten 

farmers that were part of the pilot phase of the biomass project. The conditions were 

as follows: 

 

 100 hectare was allocated to each primary cooperative  

 Proximity between farms should not be larger than 15 km 

 Less than 20% of alien species    

 

A total of around 500 hectares was planted, 250 hectares of maize were planted 

and 250 of soybean. The number of farmers ended up being 11 as one of the farmers 

did not have 50 hectares of arable land, but merged with a farmer that was next 

door and this became one farm.  
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The profile of farmers for Engcobo constitutes of communal land. The laws around 

communal land ownership in South Africa have changed in the recent years. This 

process was influenced by the government’s target to redistribute land to the 

Historically Disadvantaged Individual (HDI) of South Africa. HDI is classified as a South 

African citizen who, due to the apartheid policy that had been in place, had no 

franchise in national elections prior to the introduction of the Constitution of the 

Republic of South Africa, 1983 (Act 110 of 1983) or the Constitution of the RSA, 1993 

(Act No 200 of 1993) (“the interim Constitution”) and/or who is female; and/or who 

has a disability.  

 

The land that was utilised at Engcobo is classified under communal land 

administration with usage rights. There were a total of 190 people who released their 

plots for usage under usage for the biomass project. A total of 500 hectares was also 

planted at Engcobo. The Engcobo pilot beneficiaries spread across four villages 

which fall under Nntibaneni Ward. Ntibaneni Ward has a total of seven villages under 

its administration and four were impacted positively by the biomass project with 

plans of expanding to all seven villages. The names of the four villages are: 

Mpindweni, Ntabeni, Maqamkazini and KwaNdima. The sites that were cultivated fell 

under Mpindweni and KwaNdima. 250 hectares on both sites were cultivated. 

Soybean was planted at Mpindweni and maize was planted at KwaNdima.  
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3. Objectives 

 

 

Image 3: One of the fields before planting took place (Mpindweni village)  

 

The key objectives of the biomass project are: 

 

 Sustainable poverty eradication by establishing a job creation initiative that is 

linked to markets. The starting point of this project was to gauge what the needs 

of local industry are in South Africa as the bedrock of this intervention. As much as 

international markets are attractive due to the lucrative gains they present and 

sometimes better prices, it is critical for industries to also have a good base in the 

country of origin so that whenever, due to economic conditions, it is not suitable 

to export, the companies can still have local support. 

 Development of new industries and thus taking advantage of the green economy 

and what it presents. Biomass refers to oilseed crops from which oil can be 

extracted. Biomass also refers to those crops that can be re-created and thus 

moving away from fossil fuels which are getting depleted, contribute to climate 

change and are currently very expensive.  
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 The programme is geared towards building capacity for biofuels but at the same 

time taking care of the food industry. Off-take agreements have been secured 

with one of the largest cooking oil producing companies in South Africa – Wilmar 

Continental. They are a net importer of crude edible oil and are interested in 

building capacity for local feedstock for their crushers and supplying the future 

biofuels market in South Africa. 

 

The long-term objectives of the biomass project are: 

 

 To develop 20,000 hectares of arable land across South Africa in areas where 

oilseed crops can be cultivated. Attached to this programme is the certification 

standard that enables the farmers to produce sustainably which is of interest to 

the markets.  

 To introduce beneficiation of the primary product through the erection of micro 

mills for the maize and oil extraction plants for soybean and sunflower. 

 Development of a service industry that will provide support to the programme and 

similar projects that are being implemented in the areas of focus.  

  

The biomass project was funded by international and local funders. Implementation 

was done collaboratively by local and international organisations that had special 

skills in agriculture, project management, quality management and sustainability 

certification. The National Development Agency collaborated with Khumo ea Tsebo 

Consulting to do the overall project management, being supported by CREM BV in 

the Netherlands.  
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4. Activities 

 

The biomass project had quite a long pre-implementation phase. Involvement of 

other government stakeholders in South Africa was sought and achieved, and a 

stakeholder platform was established which met periodically during the project time. 

The stakeholder platform included the Department of Agriculture, Department of 

Rural Development and Land Reform, local municipalities in both sites, and the 

traditional leadership structures. Moreover, additional funding for the project was 

secured from one of the government stakeholders, i.e. the Chris Hani District 

Municipality.  

 

A field trip for local and international project partners involved was organized in July 

2012, which started with an introduction to the Chris Hani District Municipality, and 

continued with visits to the Elliot and Engcobo project beneficiaries in the Eastern 

Cape and a visit to Diatalawa in the Free State. This Free State area was to be 

included in the pilot, though the pilot failed in the 2012/ 2013 season due to 

unforeseen circumstances. The area will however be included in the follow-up of the 

project. The visit was concluded by a meeting with the intended buyer of the output, 

Continental Oil.  

 

The purpose of the visit was: 

 

 to create a platform for all the parties involved in the implementation process of 

the biomass project to meet; 

 to gain an understanding of the role that each party will play in the project; and 

 to give the international visitors a feel of what is happening on the ground by 

creating an opportunity for them to meet with the beneficiaries and have 

interactions with them. 

 

The implementation plan for the biomass project was broken down into seven major 

categories: 
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1. Stakeholder mobilisation and capacity building 

2. Finalising off-take agreements with market parties 

3. Field trial implementation and agronomic sustainability assessments 

4. Development of a sustainable certification approach for all three sites 

5. Implementation of a quality management system and certification standard 

6. Procurement of goods and services  

7. Actual planting of crops in the field 

 

The main activities that have been carried out are as follows: 

 

 Development of 1,000 hectares of land – soybean (500 ha) and maize (500 ha). 

 In supporting the farmers towards sustainability certification (for which approach, 

the Roundtable on Sustainable Biomaterials (RSB) standard was chosen as the 

preferred one after careful research), various supporting documents have been 

prepared, including a note on the selection of a certification scheme, an 

overview of various biomass schemes, an overview of the general evidences 

required when wanting to be certified, an overview of the RSB Principles &Criteria 

and their local issues/ challenges, and a document explaining the various steps 

towards compliance with the RSB Principles & Criteria. An important asset for the 

farmers has been the development of a farmers’ handbook. Smallholders wishing 

to become certified most often have difficulties in capturing the essence of the 

criteria scheme and understanding what it entails to become certified. While 

training is very valuable to transfer the information needed in this respect, it also 

proved very useful to develop a so-called farmers’ handbook. This reference book 

includes data sheets for record keeping and information on sustainable 

production. More information on the handbook can be obtained from 

Mrs Lusanda Moletsane of Khumo ea Tsebo Consulting (see colophon). 

 Plans and documents have been prepared for up-scaling, such as an 

implementation plan for the upcoming growing season (2013/2014), a guidance 

note on vegetable oils markets and on local processing opportunities, and a 

South-African business case for biodiesel. 

 Project training programmes have been developed and given on four inter-

dependent components, being: 
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Image 4: Training session with officials from the Department of Agriculture 

 

1. Production training, which includes technical matters relating to how to grow and 

handle the crops. 

2. Business training, which includes cooperative trading and financials for farms and 

cooperatives. The subjects included are: Governance issues related to 

cooperatives, Member responsibility under cooperatives, Board responsibilities 

under cooperatives, Management functions of cooperatives, Cooperative 

business principles, Basic Business Principles, Financial literacy for farm owners, 

Quality management systems. 

3. Training relating to the Quality Management Systems (QMS), which includes 

record keeping for food and feed safety, sustainability and traceability.  

4. Training relating to certification, which includes monitoring, compliance 

management, internal audits and the associated management system. In 

addition, farmers have been and will continue to be trained in sustainable 

production as this is part of compliance with the RSB criteria. 

 

The project achievements and lessons learned have been disseminated and shared 

at various occasions, such as at a conference organized by NL Agency in 

Mozambique and at the World Biofuels Markets in Rotterdam, both in 2013. 
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5. Context and results of the biomass project 

 

 

The biomass project came at a very 

critical time in the region where 

implementation took place. A new 

rate for agricultural workers had just 

been passed after a long strike action 

in the Western Cape. A lot of the 

smallholder farmers were planning to 

lay-off most of their workers as they 

could not afford to pay the new 

salaries.  

Image 5: Harvesting of maize at one of the farms 

 

The introduction of the biomass project ensured that this did not happen as the 

support provided by this programme secured the jobs of the staff due to provision of 

an additional income stream.  

 

About 100 jobs were secured amongst the Elliot farmers and 150 jobs were created  

seasonally. Some of the farmers were able to buy machinery which helped increase 

the economic sustainability of their farms by reducing reliance on outside 

contractors. These farmers were also able to offer mechanisation services to other 

farmers and thus had an additional income stream. The programme was a winner on 

all fronts in this region. 

 

For the second pilot site, Engcobo, the beneficiaries had never gotten involved in a 

development programme that paid them salaries or capacitated them to become 

business people, so this was also met with great excitement. 20 permanent jobs were 

created at Engcobo and about 100 jobs were created seasonally. Lands that had 

been laying fallow for a while got an opportunity to produce for their owners and this 

was a great victory that was immensely celebrated.  
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The communities have harvested a substantial amount of maize and soy tonnes, and 

could sell the produce for a reasonable price, which money is used to buy input for 

the coming season.  

 

The record keeping aspect of the programme which links to quality management 

and sustainability certification was greatly welcomed, not just by the beneficiaries, 

but also by the government officials who sat in the training programmes. This was a 

good programme for them as it provided a critical tool to measure the benefit of 

interventions that they are rolling out in communities to see whether they are viable 

of not.  
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6. Challenges 

 

 

The biomass project was a new 

experience for both the NDA and all 

the project implementers headed by 

Khumo ea Tsebo Consulting. Both 

parties had never engaged in a public-

private partnership and because the 

project was a pilot, there were bound 

to be some challenges during 

implementation.  

Image 6: Meeting with farmers  

 

Especially since a programme of this nature had not been implemented anywhere in 

South Africa so it was by nature, a very innovative programme with a lot of forward 

thinking.  

 

Challenges that have been encountered include: 

 

 Some smallholders are poorly schooled, and there is a need to organise 

smallholders and provide quality management services. Furthermore, 

language is a major factor in rural areas, which supports the need for local 

facilitators and services.   

 Certifying smallholders is likely to be a 3-year process. The first year is needed 

for capacity building/training (on Good Agricultural Practices and on 

organizing the farmers into cooperatives) and to raise awareness (for example 

on questions such as “What is a sustainable production?” “What is certification 

and what are benefits of certification?” “What kind of administration is 

required in terms of record keeping and/or compiling documented 

evidence?”). The second year (and maybe also the third year) is needed to 

prepare and actually certify the smallholders. 
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 The biomass project’s procurement function was vested with the NDA, though 

it would have been more convenient if this had been vested at the 

cooperative level. The procurement processes of cooperatives would be 

much shorter and more flexible. This should be coupled by implementation of 

proper systems and processes to safeguard against mismanagement of funds. 
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7. Lessons learned 

 

There were a lot of lessons learned during implementation which have assisted in 

planning further for the on-coming seasons. The following lessons learned and 

solutions going forward have been identified: 

 

Project development in South Africa  

1. Inclusion of insurance in the project costs to guard against natural disasters. 

2. Involvement of all relevant stakeholders in the development and 

implementation of a project. 

3. Wide communication strategy taking into account political and traditional 

leadership structures.  

 

Improvement of agricultural practices  

1. Appoint private, experienced technical partners and reduce reliance on 

academic and government institutions for better support and impact.  

2. Involve suppliers in the planning stage of the project to solicit technical 

support and commitments to test fields. 

 

Sustainability  

1. Stager certification and implementation of quality management for higher 

effectiveness. 

2. Clear definition of stakeholder roles and responsibilities.  

3. Capitalization of cooperatives with the relevant equipment to decrease 

project implementation costs. 

4. The imposing of sustainability demands on smallholders is challenging and 

requires a lot of skills development and support on the ground; much more 

than was anticipated. 

 

Khumo ea Tsebo Consulting is managing the continuation and expansion of the 

project and will take these lessons learned into account when doing so. 
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The project created awareness on important things that a general farmer would not 

take into consideration when engaging in farming activities. It created a better 

awareness about (potential impacts on) the environment and those activities that 

do not benefit the environment. With better planning and education, the farmer can 

attempt to engage in more environmentally friendly farming activities than before, 

and paying attention to social issues. The emphasis on record keeping also assists 

farmers to keep account of their activities and notice things like the weather, which 

may look small, but will affect how that particular day’s activities are impacted.  
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8. Outlook 

 

Project results will be used to continue with the overall project goal of developing 

20,000 ha of arable land in South Africa. The preparations for certification will 

continue in the 2013/2014 season, starting with the participation of Engcobo and 

Elliot in a Smallholder Case Study with the RSB. External investments are needed for 

the follow-up and duplication to take place, as the pilots did not fully manage to 

become self-sufficient within the project time, and up-scaling asks for the 

involvement of more smallholders, who require training and guidance. 

 

 

Image 7: Harvesting in one of the farms  


